


STAYERの由来



STAYER literally translates to “long-distance running
horse”. You can use it for a long time with attachment
(running), powerful (durable) I named it with this image. A
horse is an auspicious animal that is depicted on votive
tablets. The logo is colored with a seat color with a riding
ground as a motif. 

ーWheelchair that can coexist for a long time, STAYERー



STAYERとは

Improved
usability 

Low
price

Improvement of
Durability and

maintainability



① Ease of use

Longer tipping bar
Enables smooth step-
crossing (improved
operability) Foot support

Length
adjustment 
in 4 stages

(34/36/38/40cm)
(sitting comfort

improves)

① Set to a pusher height that is easy for a caregiver to push.
Pusher height 91.5 cm (improved operability)

So that a wide range of
people can use it Front
seat height is 47 cm

② The back pipe is angled, 
making it easy to row 
(improved operability)



②

Handrim is removable
Easy to replace parts
(improved
maintainability)

Assistance brake lever and interlocking
brake are new mechanisms Reduced
wire trouble (improved durability)

Elbow pads with no protrusions around
the hands Easy replacement
(maintainability + safety improvement)

Strong resin
Hard-to-break
side plate
(Durability UP)

Durability
/Maintenance



Customer's Voice

I want a product that can be disinfected with 70% alcohol
(ethanol) and 50ppm hypochlorous water. Or, please let us
know which existing products can be used. 
Corona countermeasure products We would like to propose
wheelchairs that take measures to prevent infection. "There was
a voice." Specifically, a wheelchair that can handle hypochlorous
acid. 
Wheelchair or preventive goods for preventing corona infection
"Are there any products that specialize in prevention?" Or sell
infection control goods "Do you?" I have an inquiry like this.



STAYERの特徴
The two new sheet colours are
easy to care for. It is generally
said that the alcohol
concentration at which the
sterilization effect is exhibited is
60 to 70%, but mint has been
confirmed to be resistant to 80%
alcohol. It can also be cleaned
with diluted sodium hypochlorite
for hygienic cleaning.

*Regarding the handling of
chemicals, please refer to the
product Please follow the
instructions on the package and
website.

完成⾞として薬品に耐性があるわけではありません！



Folded dimensions (cm) … 
Overall Length: 95.5 x Width 32 x Height 71 
Wheels: 22in high polymer (no puncture) 
Weight: 13.3kg

Folding dimensions (cm)… 
Length: 86.5 x Width 28 x Height: 71 
Wheels: 16in high polymer (no puncture) 
Weight: 12.2kg

・⼨ 法

SY16-45SY22-45

Sheet
colour
selection

No.110 No.111



BM-SとSY⽐較

BM-S SY

image

Front seat Height 43㎝ 47㎝ 

Better than BM-S

The adjustment range is expanded, 
and the comfort of sitting is improved.

The seat height is high, so even tall people can ride.

The tipping bar becomes longer, 
allowing you to go over bumps smoothly.

The height of the pusher makes it easier for a
caregiver to push.

Aspect Advantages over BM-S

Side Plate

Back Pipe

A side plate that is hard to break using strong resin.

When rowing the wheelchair, the pipe around the shoulder blade is angled, making it easy to row.

End Cap It has a drainage hole and is easy to dry when washed. (For rental)

Step Height 
Adjustment

Pusher Height 

Tipping Bar

86.5㎝l
11㎝

3 level

91.5㎝ 
14㎝

4 level

 Back Seat

Interlocking Brake

Elbow Pads

Hand Rim

Foot Step

Back seat design for easy parts replacement. (For rental)

The assistance brake lever and interlocking brake mechanism are new, reducing wire trouble.

The gap between the steps must be within 2 cm for wide steps. No need to worry about your feet falling.

Removable and easy-to-replace parts. (For rental)

Since it is fixed from the side, the bolt does not come into contact with the hand and is safe. 
It is also easy to replace parts.



予告NEW MODEL

STAYER -

背張り調整

Seat Cushion 
(5 colours for

colour selection)
 

Based on this, we will also develop BACKS with backrest
adjustment and seat cushion added.

STANDARD COMFORT


